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ULTIMATE HIRING GUIDE

BUILDING YOUR CHAMPIONSHIP TEAM BEGINS WITH VIEWING JOB-SEEKERS AS CUSTOMERS
AND YOUR OPENING AS THE PRODUCT. PHILIP SMITH OF TORONTO-BASED RECRUITING
FIRM HUTCHINSON GROUP INC. REVEALS HOW TO SELL IT  BY KARA AASERUD

THE PERFECT JOB AD

Offer a variety of response
options to make it easy for
candidates to apply. Also,
clearly state what your
response will be; if there 
isn’t going to be one, then 
you need to say that. 

The job title should be
recognizable, clear and
descriptive of the job. Avoid
using industry-specific terms
and abbreviations, which can
alienate readers.  

Be as specific as possible
with job descriptions and
responsibilities. “HR
departments are inundated
with respondents that don’t 
fit the profile because an 
ad was far too general,” 
says Smith. Use a friendly,
conversational tone to
describe key duties, career
advancement opportunities
and “must have” skills. 
But beware: list too many
skills and you’ll run the 
risk of too few candidates
responding for fear of rejection.

Stress the benefits. Most 
job ads tend to focus on 
what the company needs
rather than what applicants
might gain. Pique the interest
of prospective candidates by
promoting your company’s
perks and benefits. Include
the salary in your job ad only
if your range is competitive to
other jobs on the market.

Use bullet points and white
space between paragraphs 
to make your ad more legible
and attractive. Limit it to five
points, due to the short
attention spans of your
readers.

“Consider this a type of
business card,” says Smith.
“Have you won any awards?
Do you do have any innovative
initiatives? Use these points
to sell your company as a
great place to work.”

Your headline is the first 
thing candidates see. “Make
yours stand out by inspiring
people and calling them to
action,” says Smith. Define
your audience; then appeal 
to them in a few descriptive
and exciting words.

Your ad should inspire people
and also create a sense of
urgency. Use  language such
as “results-driven,” “energetic”
and “fast-paced” to motivate
candidates to act quickly.


